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Reviewer's report:

I thank that authors for their response to my revisions, which I think show that there is much potential for the manuscript. I think there are lot of interesting details to be unveiled from this registry, and hope that the further work planned by the authors can offer us much greater insight into the current state of the CPM field (at least in CVD outcomes). I think there are a few areas where further questions have been raised by the responses and have questioned these below.

Minor comments

1. I think perhaps that my first original comment has been slightly misinterpreted. I appreciate the adjustment to the text, but the proportion given for those reporting calibration performance has remained the same, at 39%. This is still the proportion of all CPMs in the registry which reported calibration performance (e.g. 425/1083). But the real proportion of interest is excluding those articles which only performed model development. The question of interest is really - what proportion of studies which should report calibration have reported calibration? So the figure reported here should be the number of studies reporting internal/external validations that report calibration performance. I expect that this number should be higher than 39%, and it will be interesting to see if it is. The current statistic given in the paper, is like saying 'how many men take up paternity leave', as a proportion of all men, not just new fathers.

2. Corresponding to the above, I suggest making sure the percentages in table 2 for calibration represent the appropriate proportions. And then please check the trend again, because as above the current percentages I believe correspond to the proportion of calibration reporting for the whole set of CPMs not just those that include some validation (internal/external).

3. I appreciate your response to my 3rd point, it is good to see that statements on the reporting of particular statistics are possible. However I think this has been slightly misinterpreted, I should have been clearer in that the Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic is not something recommend to be reported (as it does not quantify the extent of calibration),
more relevant calibration statistics include the E/O ratio, calibration slope and calibration-in-the-large. If the 56% of new models reporting the HL statistic is the only measure of calibration reported in these studies then the reporting quality is potentially still substandard. Perhaps rephrase the current statement to, "Of the CPMs reporting calibration that were published after May 2012, 93 (56%) only reported a Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic for calibration." If this is true of course.

4. Thank you for your response to point 9 in my revisions. I now understand the discrepancy in numbers of logistic and survival models, poor reporting of the baseline survival or hazard is a major issue in the reporting of Cox models. This is perhaps something worth highlighting as part of the manuscript as it would encourage others to report this information in the future. Indeed it could be valuable to include a table of reasons for exclusion, as this can inform new model development studies what is needed for good reporting (reinforcing the TRIPOD guidelines).
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